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Resumo
The study deals with social relations associated to the scientific field of Food and Nutrition (F&N) and 

takes as its empirical reference to its development, the postgraduate  programs included in the area called 
“ Nutrition “ under  Coordination of  Higher Education Improvement  Personnel (CAPES) . We discuss 
about the functions of elements, positions, arguments, interests and rules which are introduced in the 
game of researchers’ formation and the production and acquisition of knowledge that occurs in the field of 
F & N, starting from the concept of scientific field by Pierre Bourdieu. We consider that the field of F & N 
is recent constituted, interdisciplinary and in a very intense activity process in order to build its scientific 
autonomy. This space is very susceptible to the influences of CAPES regarding to the criteria for assessments 
of postgraduate programs. Productivism - in its identity with the market’s economy and competition between 
agents and their deleterious consequences on health - seems to present itself as a problem in this scientific 
field. The interdisciplinarity which identifies this science field, involves assessment procedures that include 
such epistemic plurality, given to the remarkable biomedical hegemony in the assessment criteria of the 
postgraduate field of F & N and health area. Rating is a difficult construction process, which is essential 
to assume the existence of different cultures between the sciences, besides the importance and necessity 
of mutual support between the agents so that the diversities are embraced and men are valued as human.
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